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Is Educational Ministry on
THE ROCK or the rocks?

Rolf Nosterud
Sessional Lecturer in Christian Education,

Lutheran Theological Seminary, Saskatoon

Part I. The Problem: Is Educational Ministry Losing
Its Focus?

Eugene Peterson says he is angry. Too many pastors

in North America are “abandoning their calling. ...[and] gone

whoring after other gods’’.^ Not that these pastors have left

their congregations for other jobs; they continue to draw
salaries from their parishes but they no longer live ministry

among their people. Peterson claims too many pastors are

functioning as “program managers” or “shopkeepers”, pack-

aging goods that can keep the diversity of old and new “cus-

tomers” happy, or at least keep them coming back to worship-

-with cash in hand.

Criticisms like this are not new in the church. It prompts
us to ask what reality is underlying these attacks. Peterson is

a Presbyterian pastor concerned about his denomination, but

could this also be a source of discontent among Lutherans?

At least one Lutheran has recorded his discontent with the

number of pastors who have lost touch with their people’s story

as well as with our Church’s story and vision. ^ Pastor Biles is

disturbed by so many colleagues who remain aloof from the

community they serve and who seem unwilling to engage in

the kind of dialogue that is meaningful to people in the pew.

Indeed, most of us have seen or heard of members in

Lutheran congregations leaving to follow after some itinerant

simply because that personality projects a resolute commit-
ment to radical discipleship, holding up distinct images that

invite response. Whether or not one considers these person-

alities as “flakes”, they appear to have found ways to focus
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ministry where peoples’ needs are raw and craving fulfillment.

But have they focused on authentic human needs, or are they

more like neurotic needs, or perhaps even “consumer wants”

which a certain slice of our culture has whipped into religious

fervor?

Focus in ministry: that appears to be the issue, or more
specifically, how do we assert leadership in the nurturing of

healthy faith and life? In our pluralistic and fluid culture, pas-

toral responsibility needs to focus its efforts. Pastors are called

to spiritual leadership, bringing God’s gospel and God’s peo-

ple together. It involves utilizing binocular vision; we maintain

focus on the gospel as we help people focus their life needs and
life service on essentials. Yet pastors and laity are often on dif-

ferent wave lengths when it comes to bringing God’s story and
the congregation’s story together. Part I of this article flushes

out some of the issues that have complicated the nurturing

role in pastoral ministry today and brought painful tensions

between laity and clergy, tensions that thwart spiritual growth

among both laity and clergy. Part II will explore some direc-

tions that signal renewed hope and perhaps begin resolution of

a problematic situation in our church’s educational ministry.

There are so many distractions that throw us off focus. The
explosion of knowledge, goods, and services today leaves our

people feeling themselves at the mercy of experts or “sellers”

who manipulate facts and techniques in order to sell us inferior

goods. This includes experts trying to sell us “the goods” on

God. How do we guard against distortions? Unfortunately,

we are so often beguiled into myopic scrutiny of incidentals,

pursuing a trail of “distorted” facts, that we become easy prey

for one whose intent it is to distort our focus of the overall

vision of God’s Kingdom.

Needless to say, it is not easy to paint a face on the one who
would distort the focus of people in our congregations since

there are so many different influences. There are both secular

and religious zealots vying for our attention from the left and

the right. Secular zealots point to the errors in our diets, our

lifestyle, or our attention to some inner wealth of being. At
the same time religious zealots abound everywhere, all point-

ing us to some distortion of “God’s” facts or some miscarriage

of moral life. For example, hardly a Lutheran congregation in
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Canada has not felt the influence of conservative fundamental-

ism (or rather incidentalism).^ Modern media have accentuated

the presence of these influences in every home. It means that

continuing education, such as group Bible study and reflective

dialogue, needs to be carefully focused and universal participa-

tion encouraged in all congregations. But what is the pastor’s

focus or role in that vital venture?

Perhaps the most crippling feature distracting the pastor’s

focus in nurture has been the gradual encroachment of secu-

lar leadership models in the evolution of our modern pastoral

identity. Many of the laity have not been a party to changes

in the way some pastors have come to view themselves. For

decades now, the secular image of “the professional” has be-

come a popular leadership model among all vocations, perhaps

especially among clergy in North America whose sagging es-

teem has sought to gain new integrity."* So, pastors may have

gained a certain integrity in professional function, notably as

a therapist or manager; but they may have lost even more by

subsequently secularizing the focus of the pastoral office to fit

what Schoen (1983) called “the technological program” (p.31).

That is a general trend in professionalism which seeks to apply

the success of science and technology to every human endeavor

for the well-being of civilization. It meant each discipline ac-

cumulated large bodies of facts (theory) and forged rigorous

techniques (method) which practitioners of the profession car-

ried around as in a “black bag” and judiciously dispensed at

any scent of a problem. In terms of ministry, the emphasis
shifted from living as faithful witnesses to performing profes-

sional tasks^ be it building new churches, persuading prospec-

tive members, counselling the troubled, or packaging programs
that win. So, when pastors began viewing themselves as pro-

fessionals, their sense of vocation shifted from one of being

a sacramental person at the head of a faith community (the

“oflRce” of ministry) toward one of applying know-how to fix-

ing problems and sustaining success (the function). And the

emphasis fell on being effective more than on being faithful.

This can sometimes precipitate a storm of conflict between

laity and clergy on expectations about pastoral duties—and
not only regarding pastor’s duties but the pastor’s being among
the people. For example, if certain laity hold a more tradi-

tional view of the pastor’s role, such as the character of “the
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Master”^, it is not simply a matter of what the pastor should be

doing in terms of ministry, but it is perhaps equally important

what his or her being in the midst of them means to people. On
the other hand, if the pastor has assumed “the professional”

role model, his or her emphasis may fall on using a complement
of skills effectively on parishioners or “clients”. Thus, tension

over role expectations and different foci in ministry can lead

to frustrating, no-win situations between clergy and laity. Un-
fortunately, the appearance of Niebuhr’s “Pastoral Director”,^

which was an attempt to “baptize” the notion of a professional

clergy with sound theological focus, did not stem the tide of

secularization in the pastoral office. As modernity flourished,

no clear focus held any ground on what pastoral ministry in

the church should be about.

For many laity, too, their own development has led to al-

tered perceptions of the pastor, particularly their perceptions

on the pastor’s use of power in the congregation. For decades,

pastors have been smarting under the growing challenge to

their authority from their own laity as well as from society at

large. Compliance from laity can no longer be assumed when
pastors teach, whether the topic is business, family life, ethics,

or even theology. Harris laments how some pastors chose to

react in unhealthy ways which further inflamed pastoral rela-

tionships; those responses took the form of dogmatic confronta-

tion, passive acquiescence, or passive resistance, but rarely did

it involve true dialogue.^ One might expect the pastor’s author-

ity will likely remain diminished now that most parishes have

trained professionals as members who can also reflect critically

and decisively. Clearly, there has been little training for laity

or clergy that properly prepared them to anticipate, under-

stand, or resolve the collision of traditions, expectations, and

roles occurring in parishes.

Farley identifies another side to this stress point which is

the gulf in theological education that persists between laity

and clergy. He points to a growing estrangement happening

between clergy and laity concerning fundamental assumptions

about faith, theology, and even learning itself.® Accentuated

by the professionalization of clergy education, a longstanding

notion has survived that only pastors need to embrace inves-

tigative scholarship in learning about faith and the Bible. The
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laity have enough with learning the catechism and listening

to sound preaching in the context of weekly worship, a notion

known as “the homiletic paradigm of how faith occurs” (p.

96). When offered, adult education often shows little depth

beyond a Sunday School format. Concerning lay education,

Farley asks, “How is it that high-school age church members
move easily and quickly into the complex world of computers,

foreign languages, DNA, and calculus, and cannot even make
a beginning in historical-critical interpretation of a single text

of Scripture?” (p. 92) The assumption is that such in-depth,

investigative learning (i.e., the theological process) is not es-

sential to faith formation among laity. Is this a fair principle

of lay education in a time when lay people are bombarded by

influences like TV fundamentalism on one side and the excesses

of secular consumerism on the other?

I believe there are more than a few pastors in the Lutheran

Church who have experiences these stress points in ministry.

They experience this gulf in education when they attempt to

preach and teach the Word, as God has made way into their

own faith. These attempts have often produced contention be-

tween pastors and their people. We have seen these differences

surface at conventions. Can we learn to cultivate educational

principles common to both laity and clergy so that we can

bridge that gulf wherever it exists and learn to focus our life

and ministry as one? Or is educational ministry on the rocks?

Perhaps that was why Peterson observed so many pastors shy-

ing away from engaging people in the trenches; they are pastors

who prefer just keeping shop, keeping the customers happy, and

keeping the beans from spilling.

As we approach the third millennium in the church’s history,

we need educational renewal. I believe there is a need for both

clergy and laity to participate in conferences, classes, seminars

or whatever it takes to bring about dialogue on pastoral iden-

tity and the role of ministry for a changed and changing world.

I am pleased to see that the Evangelical Lutheran Church in

Canada has launched a Study of the Practice of Ministry in

1989. I suspect the observations and reflections noted there

strike a chord among those attempting ministry in the church.
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Part II. Towards a Solution: Practicing Educational
Ministry Together

The growing awareness and assertiveness among all peoples

has exposed us to the great diversity in the church. Manag-
ing this diversity of beliefs and preferences among lay people

in Canadian Lutheran parishes is sometimes enough to earn

each pastor a Nobel Peace prize. And one could likely say the

laity also deserve top marks in tolerance for enduring the di-

versity among various clergy who have served them over the

years. It leaves many pastors nervous and ambivalent about

providing serious leadership in certain areas of ministry like

adult education. So, how ought pastors to exercise their theo-

logical competence to help a sophisticated laity focus life and
ministry?

Much of the difficulty of maintaining focus in pastoral min-

istry was attributed earlier to the increasing ambiguity sur-

rounding the role of pastor in parish ministry. Many pastors

appear to experience role diffusion, or at least role exhaustion.

The influence of the “professional” leadership model on tra-

ditional pastoral roles has added to the expectations of what
pastors do in ministry; yet little thought is given to clarify-

ing the conflicting perceptions that have emerged among laity

and clergy. The growing challenge issued to pastoral authority

is a feature of this ambiguity. Imbuing pastors with profes-

sional competence was supposed to enhance pastoral prestige

as they “dispensed” their craft among laity, but it has more
often served to heighten confusion as role expectations became
increasingly diverse.

Help for educational ministry begins with recognizing and

addressing this authority problem. Schoen speaks of a grow-

ing irrelevance in the way most professionals practice; they are

not always able to fit the “rigor” they have learned into the

situations of modern life. When applying their know-how, pro-

fessionals tend to assess and fix situations according to stan-

dardized labels and solutions—supposedly based on the hard

facts of theory and research. But much of that theory appears

to be out of touch with the complex reality experienced in the

field. In the Lutheran Church, some laity appear to identify

with that diagnosis. Echoing comments like that of Pastor

Biles at the outset, Diehl and Waters^ point to the increasing
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difficulty pastors have translating the gospel on Sunday in a

way that fosters an experience of grace and moral relevance

among laity on Monday.

Schoen asks practicing professionals a hard question in all

this, “Shall the practitioner stay on the high, hard ground

where he[sic] can practice rigorously, as he understands rigor....

Or shall he descend to the swamps where he can engage the

most important and challenging problems?” Schoen is sug-

gesting that professionals must consciously remove the disci-

plined “lenses” of rigor so they can learn to see the particu-

lars of each situation and begin practicing what he calls “tacit

knowing-in-action”. They do not forsake their learning but

use it more intuitively. For pastors, it involves listening and

reflecting with laity in the world where they work and live; to-

gether they learn to “name” the situation in a way that helps

the pastor’s message and resources reach the laity.

Research by John Harris (1977) also indicated that changes

were inevitable in the way pastors bring their authority or in-

fluence to bear fruit in the parish. “Pastors are learning to

see that having influence does not mean calling the shots” (p.

48f.). He suggested that “new interactive forms of partnership

between pastors and laity” was a sign of shared ministry to

come. Indeed, it is not unusual to see worship bulletins and
newsletters today indicate every member of the parish as “the

minister”. In this regard, Don Messer has presented some con-

temporary images of ministry which may serve to renew focus

and vision for both lay and clergy.^1 In particular, he draws on

the paradoxical images of “wounded healer”, “servant leader”,

“political mystic”, “enslaved liberator”, and “practical theolo-

gian” in hopes of stimulating the modern church to see the

richness of its authority and mission for ministry. But how
do these changing images of pastoral and lay authority today

connect with traditional images still ingrained in the minds of

many? How can it result in laity and clergy growing together?

Egil Grislis re-introduces us to the orthodox image of pas-

toral authority characterized in the Lutheran tradition. pas-

toral authority, as vested in the office^ is one of servanthood

(emphasizing humility and function) and grace (emphasizing

sacramental gift). Modelled after Philippians 2:5-7, it means
the pastor empties himself or herself of any self-made impor-

tance (or secular-styled function?) so that God’s Spirit might
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effectively use the “earthen vessel” in the pastoral office to

present Jesus Christ. Whether the pastor preaches, teaches,

counsels privately, or presides at corporate worship, his or her

success in fulfilling that office function is determined by the

extent to which the people whom the pastor is serving have

actually encountered Jesus Christ (p. 77f). Now, to hustle

oneself out of the way sufficiently to let Jesus’ presence come
through requires a heavy dose of humility indeed! It prompts
us to declare, as Erwin Buck sardonically asked in a sermon at

a pastor’s installation, “Who do we think we are?” But, then,

that’s where the “sacramental gift” takes over—to the extent

the human vessel has “emptied” himself or herself and allowed

Christ room to appear.

This orthodox view is easily recognized as a “sacramen-

tal” view of ministry sung in a distinctly Lutheran key (the

real Presence). Yet this is not intended to make ordination

to ministry a sacrament; no special dispensation of grace or

holiness is given to pastors beyond that given to all Chris-

tians at Baptism. Messer’s paradoxical images, especially the

“servant-leader”, are present here and more or less assure a

perpetual ambiguity surrounding pastoral identity. However,

an important footnote is needed here. For pastors and laity to

work together, as in learning together or ministering together,

both laity and clergy need to “empty” themselves in the way
all Christians are to become “little Christs” and channels of

God’s grace. On this point, Grislis brings out Luther’s insis-

tence on the priesthood and sinner/sainthood of all believers

which puts everyone on equal footing.

Nevertheless, to establish “order” within congregations,

leadership status needed to be accorded someone, particularly

when the Word and the Means of Grace were administered,

ft is as though the pastoral office presented a “holy guidance”

that was to engender a kind of order and civility among the

community of faith in worship. In this way, the community’s

interest and agency concerning the flow of God’s grace and

initiative—in as much as we are given control of that—was
vested in the pastoral office. But what about the pastor’s

involvement in guiding other parish activities, such as in the

administration of parish business or in establishing educational

encounters? In these situations, do pastors manifest Christ’s

presence any differently from the laity?
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In other words, how does the orthodox Lutheran image of

the pastor’s office translate into today’s parish? How does

the professional pastor of today make Christ “sacramentally

present” to the parishioners in his or her charge? More-

over, does Christ’s presence not become particularly delicate

to “translate” into modern time when so much of the pas-

tor’s educational preparation brings a dimension to his or her

faith development that, in most cases, is not experienced by

the laity? How are we to deal with the gulf in schooling be-

tween laity and clergy, the gulf of which Farley (1989) speaks

and of which Hadden warned us decades ago in The Gathering

Storml^^ Are laity today not equally as sophisticated in both

their cognitive and social capacities to reflect and evaluate in

matters of faith as they must do in secular matters? Is it not

part of the church’s responsibility to develop the critical capac-

ities of the laity so that their faith can survive bogus claims in

both the religious and secular realms?

It is one thing to encourage our people to go with the faith

(trust) of a child; but it is quite another to encourage they

continue with the faith (belief or understanding) of a child!

Unfortunately, many people confuse the need to be constant

in faith (as in “trust”) with the need to maintain a constant

belief. Now, we may all put a hold on growing from time to

time and live aloof of any new understanding, perhaps out of

a need to embrace stability in a stormy period. We might call

this a tolerant closed-system faith where persons are presently

satisfied that their belief system is the best or, at least a neces-

sary, construction of reality for giving rudder and keel to their

current course. Yet they will not say “never” to adjusting their

beliefs, nor to offering acceptance and fellowship to others who
choose different interpretations of the same experience or bib-

lical heritage. Indeed, these Christians can often have great

empathy for those in the midst of uncertainty; they are the

necessary, stabilizing partners among the community of faith

and often serve as “lighthouses” for those struggling in a sea

of doubt.

But, for some, faith tends to become petrified within an

intolerant closed-system of belief, one which tries to explain

all dimensions of life within one neatly organized, static way
of looking at reality. In the process, however, the closed sys-

tem permanently reduces complexities and ambiguities which
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people encounter in life, whether in current situations, in tra-

dition, or in Scripture texts; these situations are interpreted so

as to remove complexity and ambiguity. Unfortunately, such

persons often do not see their position as an interpretation!

They believe their particular understanding is God’s Word.
But this ignores or limits the New Testament witness to

who we are as “The Church”. We are a great diversity called

to be one in Christ. Thus, to renew educational ministry, we
need to restore our identity in and our vision of The Church.

In this regard, a vital difference distinguishes the pastor from

the “professional”. Unlike professionals, pastors do not deal

in clients from a community; they are the community.!^ To-

gether, bishops, pastors, and laity are the church; they are

the Body and Presence of Christ in the world. To be that

Body, they need to be a communion. Therefore, for pastors

and laity to begin growing together in faith and communion,
to begin sharing focus in ministry, they need to bridge the gulf

in understanding (real or imagined) between them. To bridge

the gulf developing between laity and clergy, education in the

church needs to foster the continual growth of faith^s under-

standing for every member. We cannot close ourselves off from

each other or we miss being confronted with other “missing

pieces” of reality as experienced by the whole Body.

We cannot afford to hedge on our educational efforts in

the church for fear we may invoke greater reaction from those

with an intolerant, self-satisfied faith; we must risk dialogue

and expect a certain amount of fallout from honest interac-

tion. We must risk it if we want to transform isolated reaction

into community interaction] God knows we are not wanting

for “reactions” in the church’s life together. But how do we
intercept that “we-they” kind of thinking and begin seeing and

believing in the tarnished mosaic that is the church on earth?

Moreover, to this analysis, we could add other secular expe-

riences that polarize and disrupt the experience of true com-

munity today—such as the fragmentation by age, vocation,

interests, and membership in other social institutions—all of

which create subcultures that leave us increasingly insulated

and alienated, with fewer avenues for building mutual under-

standing. Similarly, religion on this continent is strongly in-

fluenced by a rugged individualism, the American “habit of

heart”, which also works its attitude against the church as
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a “communion of saints”. It is a “habit” inducing people to

see religious faith as an individual experience that does not

need community, at least not that community manifest in the

visibly tarnished church.

Nevertheless, however tarnished, diverse, and disappointing

the promised Reign of God may appear to us, the church is all

of us put together. That church is the incarnation of the One
whom we await; there is no other. As Neuhaus insists, we have

no mandate to speak of the “true” Church of Christ apart from

the divided and blemished institutional church. The “whore of

Christendom” you see is the “Bride of Christ” who will one

day be fully transformed.

Clearly, something is needed that can bring integration and

unity to the expanding, fragmenting confusion which so many
experience in the church, particularly that experienced in the

pastoral office. Pastors “drifting with the current” need some-

thing to provide a stabilizing “keel” in their function and being

and in the midst of the “storm” rising between laity and clergy.

A key realization assisting the recovery of focus in pastoral

ministry involves the promise of Christ to come in the midst

of the churches communion. Moreover, there is a way to un-

derstand and practice Christian nurture that may help solve

the problem of identity and focus in pastoral ministry with the

laity and it may help enhance true communion in the church,

too. It involves encouraging all our members, but especially

pastors, to live from a hermeneutical principle in all aspects

of ministry, and not just when exegeting biblical texts. I have

written of this approach to ministry on a previous occasion.^®

Moreover, it builds on the research of Schoen, Harris, Poles and

Miller, and others who also advocate approaches to church ed-

ucation and ministry that strike the same chord—the need for

laity and clergy to practice reflection together in the context

of free interaction. What I recommend is often called a “phe-

nomenological” hermeneutic because it presents a “whole life”

orientation that can guide all pastoral functions as well as his

or her being with people in the community of faith.

It is not my intent to outline a pedagogy or paradigm of

educational ministry at this point, only to convey the basic

orientation from which to engage in nurture or ministry with

people. Basically, a phenomenological hermeneutic means that
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one approaches all life’s experiences in a reflective or interpre-

tive perspective. It involves sorting and integrating the pos-

sible meanings or effects phenomena have, and then thought-

fully guiding the subsequent course of events in as much as

we share that responsibility with others. Of course, this de-

scribes what many people already do intuitively and my con-

cern is to bring that to light as a common footing for laity

and clergy in our journey and ministry together. For ex-

ample, as I have suggested elsewhere: “Such a hermeneutic

could help pastors disclose the many meanings ‘written’ in the

lives of their parishioners—especially the meanings surround-

ing shared experiences of things like corporate worship or the

local newscast.” 20

This kind of hermeneutic does not become so much a sci-

entific, objective study of people as a focused dialogue with

people. It expands on the hermeneutic developed from this

perspective for sermon preparation which involves focused dia-

logue with the biblical texts. A “focused dialogue” means that

a guiding principle or discipline is present to help alert par-

ticipants to moments in the dialogue which need further clar-

ification of the people’s story or renewed confrontation with

God’s Story. In the case of our distant tradition and bibli-

cal texts, that guidance may involve the use of literary critical

methods. In the case of more recent tradition or current situ-

ations happening in the faith community, guidance may mean
using ethnographic methods such as “triangulation” or cross-

checking between multiple accounts of the same phenomena un-

der exploration. The bottom line is helping the people explore,

understand, and appreciate the richness of meaning present in

our spiritual heritage; that is a big part of the pastor’s role and
a big part of our celebration together as Christians. Richness in

meaning is not cause for anxiety but for joy in the opportunity

to grow together in our understanding.

Ricoeur talks about the many possible interpretations or

the “surplus of meaning” hidden in the development and use

of human language which lies embedded in any text. 21 In the

end, he says, we do not have access to “prove” which is the pre-

cise meaning or “truth” intended behind any text; that is why
controversy continues over interpretations of Scripture texts.

Indeed, that is likely why the gospel writers preserved so many
accounts of the same events when God was incarnate among
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us in Jesus. Extending this metaphor to modern times, we

would suggest there is a greater surplus of meaning in our var-

ied experiences of God’s Word today (and God’s “Silence”).

That is, our experiences today likely have a greater thickness

and depth of meaning, going beyond our attempts to describe

them. Their thickness is enhanced by our increased social

awareness, our contacts with how other people experience and

make sense of life today. Their depth is enhanced by our grow-

ing historical awareness, the heritage of previous generations

who have lived and made meaning of the biblical tradition.

Leroy Howe helped clarify what this means for nurture in

the church when he presented his case for orienting all ministry

from the perspective of Pastor as Educator He, too, sees the

interpretive process informing the various operations in which

pastors are involved. Similarly, Howe points to the increased

diversity of experience and relativity of meaning invading our

faith communities today. He deems it the result of a more
secular and pluralistic world in general and calls the church

into dialogue.

What this means for the ministry of interpretation is that, if any

learning is to take place, all the relationships between conflicting

points of view,. . . between the many horizons of meaning, must con-

tinually be made explicit, but without serious prospect either of

absolute differentiation or of hierarchical ordering. In contrast with

neo-conservative proposals to insulate believers from contamination

by varieties of outlook, the context of learning, within and without

the church, must be made broader than any envisioned to date.2"^

It behooves us, then, to begin understanding ourselves bet-

ter by exploring and sharing our meaning-making with others

in the faith community. In the process we will discover “the

communion of saints”. The New Testament is replete with ad-

monitions that, if anyone would be “in Christ” they need to

sustain fellowship “in the Body of Christ”. We not only will

be, we are the communion of saints. For pastoral ministry to

continue reflecting “the presence of Christ” among the faithful,

for the focus of the Church’s educational ministry to remain

firmly “on Christ, the Rock”, we need to draw together and
close the gap in our communications. We are invited to dis-

cover our sameness amid the differences among us. The more
we understand our differences, the more we will dispel our fear

and distrust of each other and discover what makes us One
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with Christ in our midst. In Jesus’ prayer for us to be one, we
are invited to live in faith (that is, in trust) toward each other,

that means a caring and perceptive openness—regardless how
satisfied or insecure we may feel about our present understand-

ing in faith.

Recovering true communion among the saints or recover-

ing the oneness of the Body of Christ is an essential feature for

the survival of congregations today. So many Christian experi-

ences which are vital to the community of faith hinge on being

of one spirit and of one mind in terms of trusting in Christy

they include experiences like koinonia^ the common cup, the

confession and absolution. But “unity” or “one-ness” can no

longer be defined as total conformity in understanding. Since

so much of faith development is uniquely personal and, for most
of us, shaped by different faith communities, the “links” in the

faith chain making up our communities are bound to differ.

Yet, as long as all the links are inter-locked, the chain holds.

The church is an ever-growing circle that resists all forces that

would break that chain.

By sharing a hermeneutical focus, we can learn to un-

derstand and appreciate the diversities, and even the incon-

gruities, within ourselves as well as our neighbors. God must

have loved diversity, having created each of us unique. Still,

God must love our communion more, having re-created us as

One Body in Christ.
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